
Year 4 Maths, 22nd June 

2020



RECALL

 Sort these angles and statements into the table.

Acute angle Right angle Obtuse angle

B: exactly 90 

degrees

A:

C: D:

E: less than 90 

degrees 

F:

G:

H: 

I: more than 90 

degrees but less 

than 180 

degrees



RECALL answers

 Sort these angles and statements into the table.

Acute angle Right angle Obtuse angle

B: exactly 90 

degrees

A: C:

D:

E: less than 90 

degrees 
F:

G:H: 

I: more than 90 

degrees but less 

than 180 

degrees





 SOME WILL EVEN identify different types of 

triangles in pictures (dive deeper 2 / 3)

 SOME will solve a problem involving triangles, 

perimeter and division (dive deeper 1)

 MOST will use knowledge of different types of 

triangles to accurately draw an isosceles and a 

scalene triangle (chilli 3)

 ALL will describe equilateral, isosceles and 

scalene triangles (chilli 1 and 2)



Guided practice
 We have learnt about three different types of triangle this year: equilateral, 

isosceles and scalene. Test your memory by matching the word to the 

definition and picture

EQUILATERAL 

triangle

SCALENE

triangle

ISOSCELES

triangle

All the sides 

are equal 

length

Two sides of 

equal length

No sides the 

same length

Which types of triangles can also be right angled?



Guided practice answers
 We have learnt about three different types of triangle this year: equilateral, 

isosceles and scalene. Test your memory by matching the word to the 

definition and picture

EQUILATERAL 

triangle

SCALENE

triangle

ISOSCELES

triangle

All the sides 

are equal 

length

Two sides of 

equal length

No sides the 

same length



 Scalene triangles can contain a right angle.

 An isosceles triangle can also contain a right angle.

An equilateral triangle can 

never contain a right angle.



INTELLIGENT PRACTICE

 One chilli: label each of these triangles equilateral, isosceles or scalene.

Two chillies: look at these triangles. Describe what is the same about them and what is different.

Three chillies:

Using a ruler, draw an example of an isosceles and a scalene triangle.

A

B

C

D E

Same:

Different:



INTELLIGENT PRACTICE answers

 One chilli: label each of these triangles equilateral, isosceles or scalene.

Two chillies: look at these triangles. Describe what is the same about them and what is different.

Three chillies:

Using a ruler, draw an example of an isosceles and a scalene triangle.

A

B

C

D E

Same: 

-they both have three sides

-they are coloured the same

Different:

-the triangle on the left is an isosceles, because the two diagonal sides are the same 

length and the horizontal side is slightly shorter.

-the triangle on the right is a scalene triangle, because none of the sides are the same 

length.

A: isosceles

B: scalene 

C: equilateral

D: scalene

E: scalene

Check your triangles with a ruler. The isosceles should have 

two sides the same length and the scalene should have no 

sides the same length.



DIVE DEEPER 1

You will need to use what you know about 

perimeter and division to help you solve this. 

Can you explain your method?



DIVE DEEPER 1 answer

The square has four equal sides, so each side measure 

60cm ÷ 4 = 15cm.

The triangle has three equal sides. I can see that the 

horizontal line at the bottom of the triangle is the same 

length as one of the square’s sides. I know that each of the 

square’s sides measures 15cm, so each of the triangle’s 

sides must also measure 15cm.

3 x 15 = 45   so the perimeter of the triangle must be 

45cm.



DIVE DEEPER 2: Can 

you label the different 

types of triangle used 

in this picture? Can you 

label any other shapes 

you know?

Don’t worry – you 

don’t have to label 

EVERY shape! Just try 

to find a few examples 

of the different types 

of triangle.



DIVE DEEPER 3

If you can, print the sheet of different 

triangles and use them to make your own 

picture. It could be something realistic or 

just a pattern that you like. Remember to 

label the triangles you use.

Your pictures will be shared on the 

ClassDojo Class Story page!



 SOME WILL EVEN identify different types of 

triangles in pictures (dive deeper 2 / 3)

 SOME will solve a problem involving triangles, 

perimeter and division (dive deeper 1)

 MOST will use knowledge of different types of 

triangles to accurately draw an isosceles and a 

scalene triangle (chilli 3)

 ALL will describe equilateral, isosceles and 

scalene triangles (chilli 1 and 2)

Self assessment – how did you do?


